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O presente programa inclui una parte geral

em português e inglês e uva parte específica

(resuMos dos Trabalhos e das Conferências)

apenas eu inglês.

The general information and the final programie

are presented both in English and Portuguese,

but the Abstract for the Poster Sessions and for

the Lectures in English only.
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Entidades e Agências de Financiamento

A Comissão Organizadora deseja expressar os seus sinceros agra-

decimentos pelo auxilio concedido para a realização desta Reuni So de

Trabalho, às seguintes Entidades:

Universidade Estadual de Campinas - UNICAMP

Fundação de Amparo á Pesquisa do Estado de Sio Paulo - FAPESP

Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnológico - CNPq

National Science Foundation - N8F

Fohds National de Ia Recherche Scientifique - FNRS

Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Científicas a Técnicas - CONICET

Food and Drug Administration - FDA

International Business Hachines Corporation - IBM



Apoio Recebido para a RealizacSo do UOKKSHOP

lanço do Estado de SSo Paulo 8/A - BANESPA

Coapanhia Paulista de" Força c Luz - CPFL

Sociedade Brasileira de Ou iaíca - SBO

Universidade Estadual de Caapinas - UNICAHP

- Assessor ia de Apoio a Eventos - APEU

- Instituto de Química - 10

- Laboratório Intcrdiscíplinar para a Melhoria da Coaunicaclo - LIHEC

- Reitoria

CMtflfilfiCH

Irukcr Analytischc Hesstcchnik 6M8H.

Livraria Kosaos Editora Ltd».

OttiBis Aparelhos Científicos Ltd».

Varian Indústria c Conércio Ltda.
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INFORMAÇÕES GERAIS

Local

A Reunião de Trabalho ('Workshop') sobre Progressos Recentes em

•Ressonância Magnética Nuclear Orgânica será realizada no Centro de

Convenções da Univer' '•-*•»'" r*taf*nal de Campinas, Caupinas, SP, de 7 de

julho (2a. feira) até li de julho (6a. feira) de Í986.

Campinas é una cidade Moderna com una população de 850.000 habi-

tantes, situada a 100 KM de São Paulo. A Universidade, que foi funda-

da eu 1962, sé encontra localizada na Cidade Universitária a 10 Kn do

centro da cidade.

Inscrição

As taxas de inscrição para os participantes do Workshop são as

seguintes:

Professor Universitário (membro da SBQ) - Czí 213,90;

Professor Universitário <não membro) - Czl 320,00;

Outros participantes - Cz% 426,00;

Estudante - Cz5 106,00.

A inscrição poderá ser feita na Secretaria do 'Workshop', no sa-

gSo de entrada do Centro de Convenções. A Secretaria atenderá no ho-

rário normal de expediente de 'Workshop*.

Id lona

0 idioma oficial de todas as conferências e mesa redonda será o

inglês. Os painéis serão en português, espanhol ou inglês. Entretan-

to a maioria dos conferencistas fala ou compreende espanhol.



Visto

Para alguns países latinoamericanos, será necessário UM passa-

porte e visto temporário (turista).

Acommfacio

' A Universidade não dispõe de alojamento. Contudo, a APGQ (Asso-

ciação de Pós-Graduandos ei» Química) terá a satisfação de poder ajudar

a alocar estudantes e outros interessados em Pensões e Repúblicas es-

tudantís.

Hotéis

U«a lista de Hotéis foi incluída neste Programa. Os Hotéis Vila

Rica, San Francisco PIaza, Opal a BarSo e Opala Avenida sio recomenda-

dos levando em conta os preços e qualidade dos serviços.

AlMOCO

0 Restaurante da Universidade (R-2), localizado próximo ao Cen-

tro de ConvencSes, oferece rcfeicSes a preço subsidiado. Os vales de

refeiçSo deverão ser adquiridos COM antecedência na Secretaria do

'Workshop*. Existe» algumas lanchonetes e restaurantes em Bario Ge-

raldo, próximo ao Campus.

Aos conferencistas, a Universidade irá servir almoço na Reito-

ria, sala 13.



Traje

O t ra je para todas as atividades c informal. 0 clima de Campi-

nas é muito agradável e ensolarado cora temperaturas na faixa de 14 a

2f C. Recomenda-se entretanto trazer agasalho e capa de chuva.

Esportes

A Universidade dispõe de um Centro de Esportes, que estará aber-

to a todos os participantes.

EttacionaMento

Não existem problemas de estacionamento no Campus.

Transporte

Ainda não se encontra definido o esquena de transporte dos Ko-

teis para o Campus e dentro do próprio Campus.

Acompanhantes

Nenhum programa formal foi estabelecido para acompanhantes. En-

tretanto a Profa. Ne lei F. Hoehr (Comissão Organizadora) e a APEU for-

necerão informações e colaborarão na organização de passeios às cida-

des vizinhas e mesmo em Campinas.



rio:

Correspondência

Para facilitar o encaminhamento de correspondência, sugere-se

que as cartas endereçadas aos participantes, o sejam da seguinte for-

' na:

Prof. R. Rittner - Workshop

Atenção do Sr/Sra.

Instituto de Química - UNICáKP

Caixa Postal 6154

1308Í Campinas - S P



»o et«T«e of CONVMCSM

1. Anfiteatro - Conferências

2. Painéis

3. Secretaria

4. Exposição

5. Telefone Público

6. Café

7. Sala de Reuni Set da Comissão Organizadora

8. UC (Hasc.)

9. WC (Fc«.)

1*. Entrada Principal



HOTÉIS HA RECUO CEKIIUL BE CJWINU

1

}

3

4

S

6

»

•nstaj» . Ar. Franciico Q i c i -
rio, 1444, (0192) 31.11.6»

Caajlan Palace, h a Irai Se-
rattaa 710, (0192) 31.04.SS

Smof, Rua Regente FeiJÓ 1064,
(0192) 32.9444

ferino Palace, Rua Saldmha
N v b t e 116S, (0192) 32-tlOt/
1-6737

S n Francisco P i a u , Rua Sri
darta Htrinho, 371
(0192) SÍ.60U

Opala terão. Rua Barão de Ja
|uara 1136, (0192) 32.4999

Opala Avenida, Av. Cnpos Sales,
1*1 (0192) 1.41.15

CLAS5IF.

•*»

(restaurante)

•••
(restaurante,
piscina)

••»

(restaurante)

•••
(restaurante,
anexo.piscina)

••

••

DUUtlA

Apto S i d l e s 41S.0O * T.S.

Apto. Duplo 460,00 • T.S.

Apto Siaples S70.60 « 10» TS

Apto. Duplo 632,10 • 101 TS

Apto Siaples 2*0,00 • T.S.

Apto. Duplo 550,00 • T.S.

Apto Siaples 400,00 * T.S.
Apto Duplo 410,00 « T.S.

Apto Siaples 245,00
Apto Duplo 185,00

Apto Siaples 165,40

Apto. Duplo 182,00

ACOMODAÇÕES

TY.Gel.Tel.Ar,
Mus.Estacióna-
acnto

TV,Cel,Tel,Ar.
Nus. ,-Estaciona

«anto
TV,Gel,Tel,Ar,

H s . .Estaciona
•ento

TV(cons),r«l,
Tel,Ar,Hi$.,Es
trcionwcnto

TV, Soa Ari>.,Ccl
Ar Estacionaaen-
to

TV, Gel

OBSERVACM)

Não Fornece Des
cento.

Fornece Oesconto
201 para IMICWP

Não Forneça

Desconto

fornece Desconto
201 para IMICWP

Não Fornece Des
conto

Não Fornece Des
conto

HOTÉIS UMGE DA AtEA CENTRAL

I

l

I

4

HollMty I m , Praça Rotatória
W, (0192) 2-9085

Vila Rica, Rua Donato Fvschoal
100 (0192) 3l.S2.42

Ibveul Red. Anjunguera, Ka
104, Tvev» Via D.FWro

(0192) 41.7400

ti-fc -^,. - 9ktm tVa—ill A» I H J . .MnBMeVf IUa KMUSiQO IVVirv*

« l i , Í50 (0192) 31.6033

CUSSIF.

• • • •

(rest.,piscina,

sauna, Selão

Com.)

(rest., piscina,
Sauna, Sslão
Com.)

*•«

(rest., pisci-

na)

«••

(resuurante)

DlAOA

A^O Siaples 170,00 • T.S.

(Standard)

Apto Duplo 990,00 « T.S.

4 * 0 Siaples 552,00 * T.S.

(luxo)

Apto Duplo 641,00 * T.S.
Apto Triplo 777,00 • T.S.

Apto.Similo* 522,00 « T.S.

Apto. Duplo 565,00 « T.S.

Apto Siaples 370,00

Apto Duplo 420,00

AOCMXMCOES

TV(cores), Ar,

G e l , T é l , M i s . ,

Estacionamento

TV(cores) ,Ar,Gsl ,

H».,Tel,E»tacio
nmento

TV(core»),Ar,ii!l,

Nus.,Estacionanen

to

TV(cores),Cel,
Ar.Estacionanen
to

OKSBIVAÇto

Fornece Descon

to 10$ para

UNIC/WP

Fornece Descon
to 30t para
UNION'

Fornece HCKOO

to 20t para

IWIC/VV

Não fornece

desconto

loja Passeie* VARIG
Ar. , fme i sco Cllcírio, 1JOO - Centro

(0192) 31.6000
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PROGRAMA CIENTIFICO

6E6UNDA-FEIRA 7 DE JULHO

•9.M - #9.3*: Inscrição*

•9.3* - i».3#: Sessão de Abertura

Paulo Renato Costa Souza

-Reitor da Universidade Estadual de Campinas

Adalberto Bono i.uurízio Sacchi Bassi

'Diretor do Instituto de Ou iaica

• Guilheme E. Brandão

-Coordenador da assessor ia de Cooperação Internacional

do Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico

Tecnológico - CNPq.

Joseph B. Lambert

-Coordenador (EUA)

Roberto Rittner

-Coordenador (Brasil)

-Infornações Gerais

it.3* - li.M: Café

ii.ff - 12.M: Conferência

J.A. Van in, Universidade de São Paulo.

'Twenty Years of NMR Spectroscope in Brazil'.

Í2.H - U.Wb AIKOCO

14.•• - 16.ee: SestSo de Painéis I

(Café)

«Retirada de pasta c crachá



ti.H - 17.M: Conferência

A.A. Bothner-By, Carnesie-MelIon University.

'The Production of Very High Fields for High Resolution

NMR: Progress and Prospects'.

17.M - Í8.M: Conferência

N. Zanatta, Universidade Federal de Santa Maria.

*NHR of Nucleic Acids'.

TERCA-FEIRA 8 DC JULHO

•8 .3* - e?.3«: Conferência

U.S. Brest, University of Florida.

"Principles of Pulse Experiments".

•9.3* - i«.3«: Conferência

D.E. WeMHer. University of Washington.

'Two-Dimensional NHR Studies of BioMOlecular

Structures*.

i*.3t - ii.W: Café

li.tt - i2.««: Conferência

HiC. Panepucci, Instituto de F/sica e QuiMica de

Sao Carlos (USP).

'NHR iMfling*.

Í2.W - 14.««: Alwmo

14.H - 13.3«: HCM Redonda

J.B> Grutzner (Coordenador)» A.A. Bothner-By,

J.A. Van in, C S . Yannoní e C. Ret tor i .

'Construção e Hanuter>;3o de EspectrSnetros de RHN*.



66

15.3« - Í4.W: Café

U . M - Í7.M: Conferência

P.R. Seidl, Instituto Hilirar de Engenharia.

'Applications of Carbon-13 HHR Spectroscope to the

Analysis of Oleaginous Seeds*.

MIMTA-FEIRA 9 DE JULHO

M.3t - •9.3'»: Conferência

R. Rittner, UNICAHP.

'Substituent Effects of a-Heteroato«s. Stereoch?nical

Consequences*.

•9.3t - i«.3f: Conferência

P. Fischer, Universitat Stuttgart.

'Applications of 2D-NHR in Organic Structural

Elucidation - A Practical Survey*.

i#.3« - li.Ct: Café

ii.M - 12.M: Conferência

E.L. Eliel, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

'Apicat ions of Oxigen-17 and Carbon-i3 in Confoma-

tional Analysis*.

Í2.M - 14.W: AIMKO

14.H - 16.W. ScssSo de Painéis II

(Café)

U . H - 17.M: Conferência

J.B. Grutzner, Purdue University.

'ChCMical Shift Theory: Orbital Symetry »nd Charge

Effects on Chemical Shifts*.



@

Í7.W - 18.M: Conferência

R.H. Contreras, Universidad de Buenos Aires.

'New Perspectives in using Spin-Spin Coupling Constants

as Probes to Obtain Molecular Inforaat«on*.

«OTNTA-FEIRA i« DE JULHO

tt.St - V)."3*: Conferência

F.Y. Fuyiwara, UNICAMP.

'Molecular Structure Deterainations by NMR Liquid

Crystals*.

•9.3* - it.3t: ConferSncia

H> Barfieldi University of Arizona

'Spin-Spin Coupling In Peptides*.

if.3» - 11.M: Café

ii.ff - Í2.M: Conferência

P. Laszlo, University de Liege.

'NMR of Newly Acessiblc Nuclei*.

12.M - 14.M: Alaoco

Í4.M - iS.M: Conferência

J.B. Laubcrt, Northwestern University.

'Applications of Spin-Lattice Relaxation to Organic

Chemistry".

iS.tf - 19.3*: Café

iS.3f - i«.3v: Conferência

C S . Yannoni, IBM, California

'High Resolution NMR of Organic Materials in the Solid

State: Structure and Dynamics".



SEXTA-FEIRA ii DE JULHO

M.3t - «9.3*: Conferência

A.J. Karsaioli, UNICAKP.

*NMR Studies of Natural Products*.

tf.3* - i«.3«: Conferência

E.P. Mazzola, Food and Dru9 Adaininstration, Washington

'Structure and NHR Characterization of Trichothecenes*.

it.3* - ií.H: Café

ii.M - 12.M: Encerramento do Workshop
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6ENERAL IRTORMATION

Location

The Workshop on Recent Developments in Organic NHR wil l take

place at the Centro de Convenções da Universidade Estadual de Caapi-

nas, Caapinas, SP froM Hondas 7 July to Friday i i de July 1986.

Caapinas i s a Modern and wealthy c i ty with a population of

B5ft,ft0«, s i tuated lftft KB froa S io Paulo. The University, which was

founded in 1962, i s located at Cidade Universitária, 1ft KM of the

centre of the c i t y .

Rcgistrat ion

The Registration fees for the partic ipants of the Workshop are

as follows: University lecturers <SBO Members) - Czf 213,ft0;

University lecturers (Non Menbers) - Czf 320,••<

Other participants - Czf 426,0»;

Students - Czf 106,00.

Registration May be Made at the InforMation Desk of the

Workshop, in the Entrance Hall of the 'Centro de Convenções'.

It wi l l be open throughout the Meeting, when the s c i e n t i f i c

sess ions are in progress.

Language

The language of all lecture* and round table will be English.

Posters will be presented in English, Portuguese or Spanish. Soae of

the lecturers have had considerable experience in Latin Aaerica and

•re fluent in Spanish.



Visa Requirements

For Most countries, a valid passport is required. Nationals of

so«e countries will need a tourist visa. In order to avoid unne-

cessary difficulties, please check with sour travel agent or the

nearest Brazilian Consulate in your hone country.

Acconodation

Accomodation is not available in the University Caitpus. However,

the APGQ (Graduate Students Association) will be glad to help to allo-

cate people at Guest Houses and in their own residences.

Hotels

A List of Hotels in the city centre is enclosed (see 'Infoma-

CÕes Gerais*). The Vila Rica Hotel, San Francisco Plaza Hotel, Hotel

Opal» Barjio and Hotel Opal a Avenida are recoMmended.

Lunch

Lunchs will be available in the 'Restaurante da Universidade'

(R-2). Tickets must be bought in advance at the information desk.

There are a few snack bars and restaurants in Barão Geraldo, close to

the University Campus.

For the Conferees, the University will offer lunch in the Reito-

ria, Room 13. ' '



Dress

The dress for all functions is informal. Temperatures are in

the range fro» +i4°C to +24°C. The weather is mostly pleasant, but

there can be rain at times and it is recommended that all participants

•bring waterproof clothing to the Conference.

Facilites

The University has a Sports Centre which will be available to

all par' cipants without ana charge.

Car Parking

Free car parking facilities are available in the whole Campus.

Transport

At the time of printing these notes a transportation scheme was

not ready. However efforts are being made to offer a private trans-

portation either free or at small charge.

Accompanying Guests Programme

No formal programme will be available.

Mrs. Hoehr (Organizing Committee) and A.P.E.U. will help to arrange

for tours in the neighbourhood and cultural activities .



Hail

All Congress vail should be sent to

Prof. R. Rittner - Workshop

Attn. to Mr ./Mrs. ;

Instituto de Química - UNICAHP

Caixa Postal 6154

13081 Campinas - SP .
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1. Lecture Theatre

2. Posters

3. Information Desk

4. Cornierciai Exhibition

5. Telephone Box

4. Coffee

7. Group Discussions' ROOM

8. Toilet (Gentlemen)

9. Toilet (Ladies)

!•• Ha in Entrance
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SCIENTIFIC PROBftAMHE

NBNMY- 7 JULY

tf.M - «9.3*: Registration*.

•9.3* - l«.3f: Opening of the Workshop

Paulo Renato Costa Souza

-Rector of Universidade Estadual de Caapinas

Adalberto Bono Kaurizio Sacchi Bassi

-Director of Instituto de Quíaica

Guilherme E. Brandio

-Assessoria de Cooperação International do Conselho

Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico TecnolÓ9ico -

CNPq.

Joseph B, Laabcrt

-Coordinator (USA)

Roberto Rittner

-Coordinator (Brasil)

-General Infomation

it.3* - ii.M: Coffee

ii.M - Í2.M: Lecture

J.A. Vanin, Universidade de SSo Paulo.

'TMentü Years of NHR Spectroscope in Brazil*.

12.M - Í4.H. Lunch

• f i l e and



14.M - 16.—: Poster Session I

(Coffee)

U.M - Í7.M: Lecture

A.A. Bothner-Bs, Carnegie-Hellon University."

'The Production of Very High Field for High Resolution

MNR: Progress and Prospects*.

I7.M - Í8.M: Lecture

N. Zanatta, Universidade Federal de Santa Maria.

*NHR of Nucleic Acids*.

TUESDAY 8 JULY

M.3t - «9.3*: Lecture

U.S. Bres, University of Florida.

'Principles of Pulse Experiments*.

•9.3* - i«.3t: Lecture

D.E. Werner, University of Washington

'TMO-Diiiensional NHR Studies of Biomolecular Structu-

r e s ' .

it.3« - ii.M: Coffee

ii.W - 12.M. Lecture

H.C. Panepuccí, Instituto de Física e Ou fui ca de 8So

Carlos (Ü8P).

'NHR

12.M - 14.••: Lunch



Í4.M - tS.3f: Round Table

J.B. Grutzner (Moderator), A.A. Bothner-Ba» J.A. Van in,

C.S. Yannoni and C. Rettori.

'Construction and Maintenance of NHR Spectroneters*.

i5.3t - Í6.M: Coffee

U,H - Í7.—: Lecture

' P.R. Seidl, Instituto Militar de Engenharia.

'Applications of Carbon-13 NMR Spectroscope to the

Analysis of Oleaginous Seeds•

WEDNESDAY 9 JULY

•8.3* - «9.3*: Lecture

R. Rittner, UNICANP.

'Substituent Effects of a-He ter oat outs Stereochenicai

Consequences'.

•9.3* - it.3«: Lecture

P. Fischer, Universitat Stuttgart.

'Applications of 2D-NNR in Organic Structural Elucida-

tion - A Practical Survey.

l#,3# - ii.M: Coffc

II.M - 12.M: Lecture

E.L. Eliel, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

'Appl icat ions of Oxsgen-Í7 and Carbon-13 in Confoma-

tional Analysis'.

&2.M - ÍA.99. Lunch

14.M - U.*f: Poster Session II

(Coffee)



U.M - Í7.M: Lecture

J'.B. Grutzner» Purdue University.

'Chraical Shift Theory: Orbital Sswwtrs and Charge

Effects on Ckepical Skifts*.

I7.#t -• Í8.W: Lecture . .

I.H. Contreras Universidad de Buenos Aires.

'New Perspectives in Using Spin-Spin Coupling Constants

as Probes to Obtain Molecular Information*.

THUtSDAY i f JULY

f t . » - #?.3f: Lecture

F.Y. FujiMara, UNICAHP.

'Molecular Structures Determinations bs MMR Liquid

Crystals*.

#9.3(1 - l».3t: Lecture

N.Barfield, University"of Arizona.

'Spin-Spin Coupling in Peptides*.

it .31 - i i . é t : Coffee

i i . f t - Í2.M: Lecture

P. Lazslo, University de Liege.

'NMR of Mewl» Accssiblc Nuclei*.

12.H - Í4.M: Lunch

Í4.H - i5.f«: Lecture

J . t . Lanbcrt, Northwestern University.

'Application of Spin-Lattice Relaxation to Organic

I5.f? - 13.3#: Coffee
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'Structure and NHR Characterization of Trichothecenes*.

i«.3« - il.M: Coffee

ii.M - 12.•«: Concluding Fomal Rc«ark«
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PRODUCTION OF VERT HIGH FIELDS FOR HIGH RESOLUTION NMR:

PROGRESS AMD PROSPECTS

Aksel A. Bothner-By

Department of Chemistry, Carnegie-Mellon University,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213, USA

Th* history of NMR has been one of ever increasing magnetic field strengths.

Ik* «oat obvious and often-cited reason for this is that chemical shifts are

•ore widely dispersed In the frequency domain, allowing spectra of more

complicated molecules to be fully resolved and analyzed. However, other

equally important advantages accrue, often as the square, rather than as the

first power of the field strength. Examples include spectral dispersion in 2D

spectra; line narrowing as a result of the spectrometer frequency exceeding

the mean molecular rotational frequency; narrowing of the +1/2 * -Vl transition

in the solid-state spectra of quadrupolar nuclei; detection of more rapid

chemical exchange; and appearance of effects arising from molecular orien-

tation by the magnetic field. Sensitivity Increases at higher field, but only

relatively slowly. Examples of each effect will be presented.

Currently, magnets permitting proton magnetic resonance observation as

high as 630 MHz are in operation. The problems to be faced in constructing

such magnets and magnets for yet higher fields include development of super-

conductors which will carry high currents when exposed to such Intense fields;

design of the magnet structure to withstand the large magnetostatic stresses

generated during operation; and design to produce highly homogeneous and

•table fields (1 part in 10*0) at the sample. A practical and economic cryo-

.stat should also be provided. The magnet must be protected against thermal

quench. The r.f. circuitry, amplifiers, detectors, and computer acquisi-

tion and processing are well within current technology. It seems reasonable

to expect NMR spectrometers to be operational at 900-1000 MHz In the next few

years.



13C-HMR ASSIGNMENT, STRUCTURE, AND DYNAMICS OF DECXYOLIGONU-

CLEOTCDES. ' .' • '

Nilo Zanatta*, Philip N. Borer"1", and George C. Levy*

«Departamento de Química, Universidade Federal de Santa Maria,

Santa Maria, RS, Brasil.

^Chemistry Department, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY, USA.

High resolution C-NMR spectra, T, relaxation times and

HOB* were measured for duplex of the self-complementary oligo-

DNAs: d(CG), and d(GGTATACC). The target of this study is to
13

develop a systematic C-NMR spectral assignment and to inves-

tigate the structure and dynamics of thesctwo sequences by

this technique. Assignments were made, in part, by comparisson

between the duplexes and with mononucleotides spectra. Nearly

half of the profiles for the base carbons exhibit transitions

opposit to the expectation from ring current predictions. These

shielding increases on duplex melting are apparently due to

hydrogen-bonding. The Cl1 carbons all become less shielded upon

duplex melting. However, only half of the C2', C31, C4', and

C5' carbons exhibit shielding decreases whereas the remaining

carbons display shielding increases upon duplex melting. T 1 and

MOB values were measured for all pfotonated carbons of the du-

plexes, at different temperatures and magnetic fields. Dynamic

modeling of the T. and NOE values supplied information about

the frequencies of overall and internal (localized) motion of

the duplexes.
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PRINCIPLES OP PULSE EXPERIMENTS

Wallace S. Brey

Department of Chemistry, University of Florida,

Gainesville, Florida 32611, USA

The talk will be presented at an introductory level to develop certain

principles and techniques related to spin-echo and polarization transfer

methods which are Incorporated into more complex experiments, including two-

dimensional methods. The following topics will be included.

(1) Modulation of spin echoes by spin-spin coupling.

(2) Methods of multiplicity determination and editing of carbon-13

spectra, using less sophisticated instruments; the ESCORT experiment.

(3) J spectroscopy, hononudear and heteronuclear, and applications in

two-dimensional experiments.

(4) Polarization transfer methods and use of selective decoupling.

(5) Some extensions of the INEPT sequence.

(6) Use of INEPT and DEPT as preliminaries to 2D experiments.

(7) The flip-angle effect.

(8) Combination of J spectroscopy and correlation spectroscopy in three

dimensions.
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1H0 DIMENSIONAL NMR STUDIES OP BIOMOLECULAR STRUCTURE

David E. H m t r

Department of Chemistry, University of California» Berkeley, California 94720, USA

Analysis of complex NMR spectra fro» biopolymere has been difficult doe to the

problems of assigning resonances, relatively low sensitivity, and poor resolution.

All of these probleas have been alleviated by the development of 2D NMR sethods,

wuthrich developed the sequential approach for reliably obtaining resonance assign-

ments In proteins, which are crucial for analysis of the spectra* Since that time a

similar method has. been developed for nucleic adds, and some work has been done

with ollgosacchartdes as well. The sequential method first uses correlated spectra

to Identify spin systsems (and thus residue type), then NOE spectra to connect

neighboring residues following the prlaary structure. We will present examples of

such sequential assignments for nucleic adds and proteins» In complex molecules,

experiments for obtaining extended correlations (RELAY and MQ) are of particular

Importance In Identifying the spin systems; examples of their use will be given.

Structural information is derived from the NMR dats in several ways. Most important

of these is through estimated distances based on NOE cross-peak intensities or

build-up rates. Large numbers of reasonably accurate distances can be determined

from a single spectrum, when care is taken to assure that the cross-relaxation is

still In its linear phase. Analysis of NOEs involving backbone protons provides

Information about the secondary structure, while side-chain proton NOEs characterize

the teritary folding. Additional structural information comes from measurements of

coupling constants (giving dihedral angles) and identification of hydrogen bonds

through retardation of amide proton exchange. Longer distances may be determined

through analysis of relaxation contributions from spin labels attached to the mole-

cule at specific points.

The distances determined from NOE spectra, relaxation, or other sources can be

used to develop a structure in several ways. Mechanical models sre useful for an

initial qualitative analysis, but are not transportsble, and are difficult to

refine» Several computational methods are now available for generating structures

including distance geometry (Crippen, Kuntz, Havel, Wuthrich); molecular dynamics/-

energy minimization (Kapteln, van Gunsteren); and local-global sequential folding

(Co, Braun, Wuthrich). These methods are automated, can give information about the

quality of the structure determined, and provide coordinates, which can easily be

communicated to others. The principles of these methods will be presented, with

sons examples, and the quality of the structures thus deterained will be discussed.
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APPLICATIONS OF CARBON-13 NMR SPECTROSCOPY TO THE ANALYSIS OF

OILSEEDS

Peter Rudolf Seidl and Luiz Alberto Colnago

Instituto Militar de Engenharia, Rio de Janeiro, RJ

Oilseeds have been important souces of food, fuel and raw

material since early times. They are grown today on a large scale,

contributing significantly to the economy of meny regions of the

world. The oil, or fluid constituent of the seed, constitutes its

energy-reserve and is consumed during germination.

Vegetable oils are normally made up of triglicerides of

fatty acids. Although a large number of these compounds is found

in nature, most of their esters result from the combination of a

few Co-C _ straight chain acids (which may contain double bonds
o 13

or other functional groups) and glycerol.

Until recently these compounds were analyzed by methods

which require destruction of the seed and chemical work-up.

Carbon-13 NMR, however, can be used identify the main constituents

of the liquid or water soluble compounds found in oilseeds. V/e

have adapted this technique to a large number of oilseeds that are

grown in Brazil and have investigated the facto'rs that affect

chemical shifts. Changes in relative proportions of constituents

can be followed in a continuous way on the same seed during seed

levelopment and germination.
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SUBSTITUEUT EFFECTS OF a -HETERQATGMS

STEREOCKMICAL CONSEQUENCES

Robtrto Rittner

Instituto de Química, UNICAW

Carpinas, SP, Brasil*

Substituent effects on chemical shifts is widely studied by organic

chemists to gain insight on their effects in the eletronic structure of

organic compounds.

Carbonyl carbon chemical shift does vary in an apparently random way and

it defies one to correlate the observed upfield shifts to any other

structural property, throught either a linear or a multilinear relationship,

or even to advance a qualitative explanation for the observed results. The

a-methylene carbon exhibits also an upfield shift, when compared to the

expected chemical shift, estimated by a simple additivity rule.

Experimental data for a-heterosubstituted aliphatic ketones, esters and

amides are masked by the conformational equilibria, which depend upon the

aubstituents and on the classes of compounds studied. However, both the

substituent effects as the conformation equilibria reveal a similar trend

for the above mentioned carbonyl compounds. -

Nono- and bicyclic ketones allow to fix a given stereochemical relation-

ship between the carbonyl group and the a-substituerit. Preliminary work has

shown the substituent effects can be better understood in the light of orbital

interactions in the CO-CHg**2 system. Therefore, theoretical calculations and

photoelectron spectrosccpy data should be used in conjunction with Carbon-13

M R data to elucidate the substituent effects on such a-heterosubstituted

systems.
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APPLICATION OF 2D-NMR IN ORGANIC STRUCTURAL ELUCIDATION

A PRACTICAL SURVEY

Peter Fischer •

Institut für Organische Chemie, Biochemie und Isotopen-
forschung, Dniversit&t Stuttgart, D-7000 Stuttgart 80

Application of polarization transfer experiments (2D se-
quences) to structural elucidation of snail to medium si-
zed organic molecules is decribed. For a number of speci-
fic structural problems, the individual procedures employed
and the practical analysis of the 2D plots will be demon-
strated. The following analytical problems will be stres-
sed specifically.

. i) identification of individual spin systems (J-corre-

lated spins: homonuclear COSY) , as contrasted with

conventional selective decoupling sequences, and al-

so with straightforward numerical analysis

.- X.) correlation of directly coupled H and C nuclei (H,X-

COSY) , especially for the case of two diastereoto-

pic, anisochronic CHa protons

Jtt.) correlation of long-range coupled H and C nuclei

(COLOC)

tor) determination of spatial relation of two nuclei

(difference NOE, NOESY)

v) differentiation between spectral multiplicity, ari-

sing from the presence of either configurational

isomers (diastereoisomers), or of rotamers, i.e.

configurationally homogeneous molecules in diffe-

rent conformations - as contrasted to temperature

dependent line form .analysis (coalescence)
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APPLICATION OF OXYGEN-17 AND CARBON-13 IN CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS

Ernest L. Eliel

Department of Chemistry 045A, University of North Carolina,

Chapel Hill» North Carolina 27514, USA

13c MMR has long been used in confomatlonal analysis of ring compounds:

cf. Che classical work of Grant extensively cited in Stothers's 1972 book and

work In saturated heterocycles cited by Ellei and Pietrusiewicz In Topics JLn

Carbon-13 NMR Spectroacopy, }_, 171-282 (1979). It is less convenient for

•cyclic compound» because of their conformational complexity and the need to

fathom conformational distribution about each bond before 13C shifts can be

calculated from first principles*

An important but neglected aspect relates to "intermolecular conformational

analysis"—the effect of intermolecular Interactions such as solvation, hydro-

gen bonding, dipole association, etc», on conformation and hence on NMR spec-

tra* Following a background discussion of conformational analysis and 13C

•pectroscopy in saturated oxygen, sulfur, and nitrogen heterocycles and salts

of the latter, 13C results for such systems bearing polar substitutents will

be presented. Dipole-dlpole interactions, lntra- and intermolecular hydrogen

bonding effects and solute-solvent interactions in some cases affect conforma-

tion—and hence 13C spectra—profoundly, the case of cis-3-hydroxythlane S-

oxide will' be shown in which the conformational equilibrium changes from

nearly all e-e to nearlv all a-a as the concentration is lowered from 3 M to

0.002 M. As a result, l3C NMR spectra of this substance cannot be reproduced

unless the concentration (in a nonpolar solvent) is precisely stated. (The

concentration effect disappears In a polar, associating solvent.)

l?0 NMR of oxygen-containing heterocycles and heterocycles with oxygen-

bearing substituents can now readily be recorded at natural abundance (0.037%)

In sensitive, high-field Instruments. The very rapid quadrupole relaxation of

the *^0 nucleus allows for acquisition times of the order of 10 vsec, so that

200,000-300,000 transients can be observed in one hour. Of course, there is

serious quadrupole broadening. Several examples of l 70 spectra in ring systems

of defined conformation will be shown and discussed. The results are so far

Interpreted only empirically and, in some instances, are rather surprising.
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COMICAL SHIFT THEORY: ORBITAL SYMMETRY AND CHARGE EFFECTS ON CHEMICAL SHIFTS

John B. Grutxner
Department of Chemistry, Purdue University, Vest Lafayette, Indiana 47907, USA

The Influence of charge and orbital symmetry on RHR chealcal shifts will
be developed within the original Ramsey formulation. A siaplifled orbital
aodel will be presented which accounts for the common notion that chealcal
shift and charge are linearly related AND the many examples where this naive
relationship falls. The model is based on the Ramsey theory as explicitly
developed by Cornwell. The following are basic features.

1. The chemical shift observed in solution is the average of the three
principal shielding tensors which may be measured directly in the solid, o -
(•a*-* Omj * o,,)/3.

2. Shielding arises from electron circulation induced by the applied
aagnetlc field In the plane perpendicular to the applied field* ^ arises
froa electron circulation in the yz plane.

3* Electron orbital momentum (p electrons, d electrons, etc., but not s
electrons) is the' major contributor to shielding through the paraaagenetlc
tera of the Ramsey equation.

A. Orbital symmetry has a aajor effect on shielding through the orbital
angular aomentua tera. For exaaple, linear molecules have zero orbital angu-
lar momentum about the molecular axis and show anomalous high field shifts as
a result»

5. Charge acts only as a scaling factor for the orbital angular momentum
contribution.

6. The Ransey-Cornwell model aay be represented plctorially.

The following so-called anomalous chealcal shifts will be used to
illustrate the application of the aodel.

(a) F2 resonates 720 ppa downfleld of P" yet FC1 resonates 160 ppm upfield.
(b) The oxygen shift of N0 2

+ Is 250 ppm upfield of N02~. Similarly, C02
resonates upfield of C032~, which in turn is upfield of carboxylate oxygens.

(c) sp-Hybridized carbon in acetylene occurs 130 ppa to high field of the
sp carbon in aliene, whereas the sp2 carbon in aliene resonates 50 ppm to high
field of that in an alkene.

(d) «-Conjugated cations, anlons, and neutrals give a linear relationship
between charge and chemical shift, with cationlc carbons occurring at lowest
field* Yet Cl in phenyllithium resonates downfleld of a benzene carbon and a
nuaber of carbocations are known In which the formally cationic carbon reso-
nates to highfleld of TMS.
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THE IPPP METHOD AS A COMPLEMENTARY TOOL FOR HIGH RESOLUTION NMR SPECTROSCOPY

Ruben H. Contreras, Claudia G. Giribet, Martin C. Ruiz de Azúa anS Agustin C. Diz

'Departamento de Física, Facultad de Ciências Exactas y Naturales, Universidad de
Buenos Aires, Ciudad Universitária, Pab. 1, 1428 Buenos Aires, Argentina.

In the present work several applications of the IPPP (Inner Projections of the

> Polarization Propagator) technique for studying spin-spin coupling constants are

presented. This technique is specially suited to study different electronic contri-

butions to spin-spin coupling constants and to chemical shifts. It can be imple-

mented vith different degrees of sophistication. Its basic ideas can be summarized

as follows: 1) the ground state jave function of the molecule under study is cal-

culated; 2) Unitary transformations to both occupied and virtual molecular orbitais

are applied; 3) The polarization propagator is inner projected onto the chosen loca-

lized molecular orbitais; 4) Local contributions are calculated using the projected

polarization propagator and the perturbators defining the studied interactions (the

Fermi contact, the paramagnetic spin-orbital, and the spin-dipolar terms).

Examples presented in this work intend to show both the usefulness of this

approach and the easiness with which an experimentalist can use it. Three different

kinds of problems are discussed, namely, a) the decomposition on a- and TI-transmi-

tted components, b) the through-space transmission of couplings, and c) the analy-

sis of the multipath transmission in cyclic and multicyclic compounds. In all three

cases the approach used is the IPPP-RPA-INDO one, which means that the molecular

ground state wave function is obtained using the INDO approximation, and that the

polarization propagator is evaluated at the RPA (Random Phase Approximation) level.

As this perturbative approach is equivalent to the CHF (Coupled Hartree-Fock) one,

total couplings quoted in this work are exactly the same as those obtained with

other schemes to obtain the CHF approximation.

Local contributions from a given molecular fragment to the coupling constant

between a pair of nuclei N and K* can be expressed as a sum of terms involving the

projected polarization propagator and the perturbators which define the studied

interaction between nuclei and electrons. Each term depends on two occupied and

two vacant localized molecular orbitais which are chosen to represent chemical

functions (bpnds, antibonding orbitais and lone-pairs). The analysis of these

terns yields an intuitive picture about the way in which the coupling is transmi-

tted. This pictorial representation is complemented with plots of the localized

molecular orbitais involved in the analysed term.
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MOLECULAR STRUCTURE DETERMINATIONS BY NMR USING LIQUID CRYSTALS

• ' '

Fred Y. Fujiwara

Instituto de Química, UNICAMP

Some twenty years ago, small molecules dissolved in nematic

liquid crystals were observed to present well-resolved spectra

from which intermolecular dipole-dipole coupling constants

could be obtained. Since these couplings depend on the inter-

nuclear distances, the structure of molecules in solution can

be obtained, apparently with a high precision. During the last

twenty years the applications of this technique for structural

determinations has been explored. A reveiw of the advantages

and limitations of this method will be presented. Other appli-

cations of NMR using liquid crystal solvents, such as the de-

termination of quadrupole coupling constants and anisotropies

of chemical shielding tensors, and studies of internal motion

and fluxional behavior of organic molecules, will be presented.
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SPIN-SPIN COUPLING IN PEPTIOES

Michael Barfield* ^

Department of Chemistry, university of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721, USA

Conformatlonal studies of peptldes in solution sake use of HOE close

contact data and spin-spin coupling constants, primarily vicinal R-N-C-B

valves* A number of hononuclear and heteronulear coupling constants, having

potential for conforaational Infomatlon in the peptlde backbone, are being

Investigated in these laboratories. Great care must be exercised in the

inference of conforaational dependencies' for apparently related moieties. Our

approach emphasizes the need for measurements in appropriate model compounds,

which Include the relevant conformatlonal and substituem features; e.g.,

lactam-constralned systems. Several types of ^C-^H coupling constants which

have been investigated can be used to reduce conformational ambiguities in the

coupling constant data. Of particular Interest is the possibility of using

these data to obtain the elusive • angles. Although some of this work

involves the use of labeled compounds, recent developments in selective 2D

INEPT techniques will probably make it possible to carry out this work on

small peptldes in natural abundance.

«Present address: Universltat-Gesamthochschule-Slegen, Fachberich 8

OC II, Postfach 10 12 40, D-5900 Siegen

Federal Republic of Germany
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IMR OF HULY ACCESSIBLE NUCLEI A'

Flerre Laszlo

Imatltut de Chimle Organique, Onlverslté de Liege au Sart-Tilman,

4000 Liege, Belgium

I» begin, the natural abundances, the sensitivities, the electric quadru-

pole moments, and the corresponding IQ tens will be surveyed for the various

moclldes In the Periodic Table. In order to focus the talk, and so that It

will be complementary with the other lectures In the workshop, most of the

Illustrations will be taken fro» deuterium m * .

It. Is enlightening to consider the recent shift froa deuterium in NHR

(deuterium isotope shifts, multiplicities, and llneshapes for spin 1/2 resonan-

ce* scalar coupled to deuterons) to deuterium not. The attendant spectral

simplification with respect to proton HKR will be stressed. Applications will

be given to detection of diastereotoplc deuterons. The question of single-

versus double-well potentials for hydrogen-bonded systems, such as acetylace-

tone, will be addressed.

Deuterium NMR at natural abundance reveals the isotoplc distribution in

organic molecules. This is a truly unique trace of the chemical history of

the sample. It reflects kinetic Isotope effects In the steps (synthetic,

natural C3 cycle, or C4 cycle photosynthetic) having led to this particular

molecule. Several applications of such natural abundance labeling will be

discussed, including the detection of wine frauds.

Deuterium relaxation rates, alone or In conjunction with earbon-13 relaxa-

tion measurements, provide one of the best handles onto molecular dynamics.

Applications mentioned in this section will Include enzymatic kinetics and the

extent of local mobility in biological membranes. They will include also the

determination of ultrafast rate constants (10*-l(>10 s" 1), allowing for the

clear delineation of collision complexes from longer-lived complexes*

Our concluding topic will be the removal of the quadrupolar Interaction

between spin states differing only in sign. A nice example is the double quan-

tum coherence for a deutcron. This allows easy determination of the principal

components for the chemical shielding anlsotropy tensor for a solid as a

•powder. A description will be given of the corresponding 2D experiment.

Support by Fonda National de la Recherche Sclentifique, Brussels.
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APPLICATIONS OP SNR-LATTICE IELAXATION TO ORGANIC CHEHISTKT

Joseph 1. Lambert \

Department of Chemistry, Northwestern University, Evanston, -"̂

. Illinois 60201, USA

D M spin-lattice relaxation tin* (Tf) is one of the four fundamental para-

ters of «MI, the others being cheaical shift, coupling constant, and exchange

rate constants» Spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation is the return of

•sgmetlsatlon to equilibrium along the s direction. The relaxation tine is

best Measured by the inversion recovery pulse sequence* The primary mechanism

of spin-lattice relaxation for spin 1/2 nuclei is the dlpole-dipole interac-

tion of the resonating nucleus with a nearby magnetic nucleus in motion. Spin

rotation, cheaical shielding anlsotropy, and scalar coupling also contribute.

Nuclear quadrupole relaxation provides the dominant mechanism for nuclei of

spins greater than 1/2. Mechanisms of spin-lattice relaxation nay be

separated by measurement of nuclear Overhauser effects, the temperature depen-

dence of Tj, and the field dependence of Tj. When the dipolar relaxation is

dominant, Ti is inversely proportional to i correlation tine for molecular

rotation and is directly proportional to the distance between the resonating

and relaxing nuclei and to the number of nearest neighbor magnetic nuclei.

Spin-lattice relaxation Is used to study molecular motion and structure.

Applications include the examination of anisotropy of motion, segmentai

motion, partially relaxed spectra, peak suppression, structural determination,

and the determination of rate constants for fast or slow processes not amenable

to llneshape analysis*
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HIGH RESOLUTION NMR OF ORGANIC MATERIALS IN THE SOLID STATE:

. y STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS

C. S. Yannonl

IBM Almaden Research Center, San Jose, California 95120, USA

U g h resolution NMR is the most diagnostic spectroscoplc technique for

studying molecular structure in liquids, and cross polarization magic angle

spinning (CPMAS) has made it possible to obtain well-resolved spectra of cer-

tain nuclei (e.g., 1 3C, 29Si, I5N) in solids. He have used 13C CPMAS for a

variety of dynamic and structural studies in which the molecule of Interest

undergoes a degenerate rearrangement with a very low activation energy (Ea >

1.5 kcal mói"*). This has required the development of a magic angle spinning

apparatus for temperatures as low as 15K, which will be described along with

some of the more general magnetic resonance ideas underlying the CPMAS method.

The technique has been* applied to several systems Including (1) the dege-

nerate hydride shifts in carbonlum Ions (sec-butyl and 2-norbornyl), (2) the

morphology-dependent electrocyclic rearrangement of sealbullvalene, (3) the

very low bsrrler rearrangement in cyclooctatetraene dllronpentacarbonyl, and

(•) methyl group tunneling.
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C N.N.R. SPECTROSCCFY IN NATURAL PRODUCTS CHEMISTRY

Anita J. Marsaioli

Instituto de Química, Universidade Estadual de campinas,

Campinas, São Paulo, Brasil

N.N.R. spectroscopy has been used in "natural products chemistry as a

complementary technique in the various stage of the structure elucidation

process. The ever increasing magnetic field strength and development of new

techniques in N.M.R. spectroscopy has enabled the detection of stereoisomers

and other closely related compounds as well as the assignment of rather

complex structures, .isolated in minute amounts.

It is worthwhile mentioning that the availability of spectra data in the

literature greatly facilitates the analysis of new carbon skeletons.
13Our attention was particulary attracted to the application of C MIR

spectroscopy to detect conformational aspects of natural products in solution.

We have thus studied the berbamine, curine and daphonoline - repandlne

class of bis(benzylisoquinoline) alkaloids, revealing some interesting

conformatiohal aspects of their benzylisoquinollne moieties. To support the

shift assignments of the above series several isoqüinoline alkaloids were

studied systematically with the objective of rationalizing the shielding
• • jo

effects exerted by the various substltuent. C N.M.R. spectroscopy revealed
Itself as a straightforward method for the determination of the oxygenated
functions in the oxoaporphine and aporphine alkaloids, and for the
determination of the relative configuration of two novel erythrlne N-oxides.

A completely different line began with the study of the isocopalane and
podocaipane class of dlterpenes when we sucessfully applied the inversion-
recovery and spin-echo techniques in conjunction with SFORD spectra to
support unambiguous assignments. Application of the semiempirical derivation
of 1 3C N.M.R. chemical shifts supported the 13C data of the isocopalane and
isocopalanol.

Finally, we are now dealing with naturally occuring acetylenes, conscious
13that C data have not been exploited for determining structures in tills

class of compounds.
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The structures of many simple and macrocydic trichothecenes have been

elucidated in our laboratories almost entirely by proton and carbon-13 NMR

spectroscopy. Some interesting relationships between chemical shifts, pri-

marily carbon, and the molecular conformation and configuration of both side

chains.and macrocyclic rings have emerged from these studies. The macrocycllc

systems, in particular, have proved to be intriguing in a number of respects.

First, these macrolides are situated much more closely to certain nuclei of

the trichothecene moiety than Drelding stereo models would suggest. Minor

changes, such a's èpoxidation, in the structure of the macrocycllc ring have

profound effects on both the proton and carbon~13 NMR spectra. The dienic

side chains of the nonmacrocyclic trichothecenes also display anomalous beha-

vior. The chemical shifts of one distinctly deshielded proton (due to proxi-

mity to oxygen) are, for instance, similar to those of the macrocyclic conge-

ners despite the fact that the former protons are located in side chains which

would be expected to exhibit greater mobility. Moreover, in dlastereomerlc

pairs of nonmacrocyclic trichothecenes, a provocative correlation exists

between the site of epimerlzation and the chemical shifts of neighboring car-

bon atoms.. Unfortunately, this relationship does not appear to be applicable

to analogous dlastereomeric pairs of macrocyclic trichothecenes. Proton homo-

nuclear Overhauser effects have been critical In establishing the configura-

tions and relative geometries of many groups in these compounds.

The subject trichothecenes have been primarily isolated by liquid chro-

matographic techniques, and many are metabolites of the molds M_. verrucarla

and M. rorldum. Both of these fungi coexist nicely with the plant El. megapo-

. tamlca, which grows In southern Brazil.
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or THE OIL INACTIONS

•V OIUCT LIQUerACTIOM Or SUQAft C M »

«cmwcherdt* and André R. Cotrim

tastituto «a Química - UHICMV - C.P. 6154

13.083 - Campinas - SP - Btaail

earns bagasse, available in larga

«mantitiee ia Brasil, can be liquefied with

formate and water under argon praaaura fur-

aiemimg heavy oila in 60 to 70% yield [Sctau-

cherdt, a. and Peraira Hatoe, r.A., ruel

(UI2) 11, 106]. Me nave developed methods

for the diatillation , liquid-liquid extrac-

tion and column chroaatography of theae eila

which allow their aeparation into volatile

(130 «C/l am Hg), phenolic, acidic, neutral

polar and non-polar components. The yielde

•re 17.3%, 21.6», 11.9», 5.0% and 6.3%, res-

pectively [Cotrim, A.M., Schuchardt, U. and

Rodrigues, J.A.R., Qu£m. Nova (1985) fi. 219).

theae fractiona are highly oxygenated and

easily cherectericed by IR and 'M-MHR spec-

troecopy. The I* apectra ahow intensive ab-

aorptions of hydroxyl, carbonyl, and eater

•roupa. Since the eignala of tha lH-«MR apec-

tra are usually broad, we have defined five

intervale of chemical shift according to the

•Jain typee of protonsi methyl (0- 1.2 ppm);

aethylene and msthine (1.2 - 3.4 pp_)i hydro-

fen, «ethyl and swthylene attached to oxygen

(9.4 - 5.0 ppm); vinyl (5.0 - 6.0 ppa) and

aroMtic and phenolic (6.0 - 8.0 ppai). The

aignals of the hydroxy and phenolic protons

•re sensitive to the sample concentration and

nonMlly vary within the interval. The per-

centages of the different type* of protons,

determined by integration over tha interval,

are shown in Table 1.

A-l
Table li Percentage of the Different Protona.

Rang* Vole- Pheno- Aci- Neutral Non-

of C.8. tilea lies dica Polara Polars

[PP»1 C%] [»J C%] t«I C%3

0 -1.2 16.5 12.7

1.2-3.4 38.9 44.9

3.4-5.0 15.6 26.4

5.0-6.0 6.3 2.2

6.0-8.0 22.6 13.7

11.7 13.8

51.9 57.8

10.7 16.5

2.1 3.2

23.5 8.7

23.8

55.4

10.7

. 6.1

3.9

txom these data we cen aee that the vo-

letile traction shows a different profile

with a high content in oroaatic, phenolic,

aathray and vinyl protons. It is aainly coa-

posed of guaicols, phenols, cyclohexenes, and

substituted furanea. The phenolic fraction

has a high ether content, with 26.4% of pro-

tona a to an oxygen etoa, ea it containa

guaiacyl and eyringyl type components. The

ecidic frection shows a high content of aro-

aatics (11.5%) and phenolice (12.0%) but a

low content of aethoxy protons, due to its

highly condensed structure. The neutral polar

components are mostly aliphatic with an in-

creased percentage of hydroxy protons, indi-

cating a high content in aliphatic alcohols.

The drastic reduction of aroaatic protons and

increased percentagea of aethyl and vinyl

protons in tha non-polar components suggests

that this fraction is composed of aliphatic

ketonea and ethers with a high degree of un-

ssturation (6.1% of vinyl protons).

Financial support from riNEP, rAPESF and CNPq

is gratefully acknowledged.
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Bdilbarto ». Silveira*, Jaaea >. HeCmaaaay

aad Jaaaa •. Shooter* .

Swatf da Qataiee Orgiaica a Zaergênica, VB±

varaidade Federal da CaarS, «0.000, Fartala

•••CaarS.Braail.

l.TAAtAH Iaatraa«Bt Craa». «11 Haaaa? «ay,

falo Alto, California 14303.

A trnrrtj of tbt litaratara ravtalad

tkat kittar tatta aad iataraating bielotieal

•etivitlaa aoeb «a isatet repailaat, aati-

vlral, aiacieid'al, antitaaoar.and aatifaadaat

ktft aaaa ralatad t* ctaradaaa ditaraaaaa

•r «last material . costaiaiag tbaaa aa

ariBciaal conatitvanta.

Tke atbanal aztract from tba raeta af

Outon *enitKia.nu*. popularly ksowo w «aiM

lalra prate, •bowed antimicrobial activity

is «aalitat^ra biological aaaaya, and yialdad

aa «ativa clarodaaa ditarptaa who»» final

•tractara, 1_, aseapt for tba itaraocbaaiatrr

at C-4, baa baaa dataraiead by aaiag tha aoat

racaat ami apaetreaeopy taehaiquaa.

Naltiplieitiaa of all obaarvad liaaa ia

tba N ( apaetrna of £ vara dataraiaad by tba

DIH axpariacnt (dittortionlaia aabaneaaaat

by polaritation traaafar) aad tba earboo-

• M k M «••aactivity tbroagb tba 20-llUOEqCAR

aalca tacbai^u* (iaeradibl* aitural abaadaaea

daabla quaatua traaafar aspariaaat).Additiaaal

iafaraatioa about tba boadiag pathway aatt

blifbaaat va* abtaiaed by aaalyaia of tba

diract «ad l«nf rang* C/H eorralatad «pactr*.
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(l)IP«MM]ICAMP,(2)rn-DnUl Polo Orbo Industrial,
«tebn At-*, 12.400 Lerrae-SP-Bresil
• m tessrcanductor Maanete - A MMt eyetem la eon»

I of i psrtst IP acquisition, eonputtr and
Software, probes, data print, atorage

eyatem and accessories are coupled to these 3
parta. The present paper ie related to supercon-
ductor Magnet and a IB* supply facility. The
magnet in composed of a main coil and a correction
t e l l system. The distortion of the fields i s due to
the tolerance in the mechanical construction of the
winding and iron cloee to the magnet .The homogeneity
ie given in a sphere by (Baax-lmin)/Bcentral.Eq(l)
expressee the magnet field in terms of Legrende
polynoniel series in spherical polar coordinates.
A" and B - are magnitudes of the particular types of
field distortion, which values have been determined
over • reference sphere of radius p

^ A"cot X • s"sio a*) (I)

She following shorthand notation it used to label
each type of distort ions"-^, AJ-XJ , A^- i j ,
*5-«v * J - V A|-«Jf AJ-X, »J-y, A*-ix,

», B*-.2y, A^-x2- B2-xy.
If rigorous knowledge of a particular distortion is
reqnercd «re oust return to eq( l ) . Usually thirteen
sets of coil winding a n mounted in • surface of a
tube ever or under the nsin magnet. Shimming of the
aegnet i s aade by a MMt field aeasuring equipment
with rcsolotioo of 5 parts in 10 . The probe i s
located in various points in a surface of a sphere
in the useful diameter of the magnet. The fields
are Measured and they are analysed by a Fourier
fitting routine so that the coefficients of eq(l)
are given unique values.For correction, the
strength <ppm/amp) of eseh shim set is determined
during construction. The shimming i s repeated many
time* i s order to reach the best adjustment of the

•st^P***

Construction of Superconductor Magneti-Por Magnets
fabrication, superconductor cables arc being im-
ported bat national cable wil l be used in a near
fwtmr*. Cable* of HbTi and Kb,** * 0.4, « 0.6,•O.g
are need. The structure of the magnata i s made of
stainless suai- or aluminum alley. The last one is
preferred due to higher contraction of the cable
with respect to aluminum. Motion of wire i s dele-
terious to homogeneity of the magnet and two tech-
nique* a n used to maintain the stability of the

ettreein bounding and pra-atreeeed winding. RHP.
ate demand high precision on the windings.

Calculation ie made with coaputer programs thet
take into consideration geometry of the magnets end
cables, electrical characteristics, streas-strain
relation and thermal properties during cyclic
cooling to 4.2 K. Horiaental or vertical cryoetete
are made of steinlets steel or aluminum. Depending
en the else of the magnet, losses range from 0.05
to 1 i /h for nitrogen (20 dsys ref i l l ) and from 0.1
to 4 t/h for helium (40 days re f i l l ) . The current
leads are of dismountsble type in order to extend
refilling time and this demands that the magnet
operates in persistent mode. Magnetic field scanning
increases helium consumption. Magnets of HbTi are
highly safe but magoets of Rb.Sn are s t i l l on de-
velopment. Field etsbility i s 0.1 ppm/h and field
homogeneity in a sphere with one half the bore of
the magnet is in the range of 100 to 10 ppm, de-
pending on the precision of construction end number
of shims. Cost for 10 ppm is 3 to 5 tines larger
than a 100 ppm precision meeict. The FTI-OMAIt de-
velopment aims to reduce the cost of HHR magnet.
national Facility in Ute - This supply i s being
established in FTI-DHAR sponsored by FINeP-FADCT.
It will be established in 3 steeps based ens a) im-
portation of helium in high pressure gas cylinders;
b) importation of bcliun in liquid cryogenic tanks
and c) helium recovery from brasilian netural gas
sources. The programme begin in 1985 and in March
1917 the national distribution of the Ute will
etart. The init ial capacity of the plant is 40 t/h
•f LHe reaching 240 l/h in the first module.Distri-
bution will be made in a apeeial truck with a 500
IKe thank, mobile recovery compressor and high
pressure cylinders. .The present cost is 'JM 18,00/1
of LHe collected in the cryostat of the ustrj the
objective is to reach US( 8,00/1. The cryogenic and
high pressure equipment start with 80% nationali-
sation and will reach 100X in a near future.Beside*
the construction of the superconductor magnet the
capability of construction, maintenance, technical
assistance tad training in the whole field of
Magaata and We are being developed. The areas that
will be attended are» fuperconductor Magnet Con-
struction, Low Temperatura Physics, HMR Iseetro-
eeopy, HRI Imaging (hospitals), Space Seienca, Me-
tcriela Rstetrch and Analytical Chemistry.

§ Work supported by P1WP and PADCT.
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Spio-ncbo and invcraion-reeevery t»chniq«ce ha»«

been entoneively ut«l in MM imaging Cot tte generation

•f reepeetivcty Tj- and T,- weighted ietgce. that ara

iaoerteat for aadieal diagnectic parpoiti. A drawback

•f tbaaa t*e»niqaa* ia that (or obtaining tka waightad

iaagca, it ia nacciaary to cnanga tha V pulw atqoanca.

to iawgiag tackni^wa it dateribad that allowa tha

abtantion of aiaoltanamia T,- and T2~«aight*d iu|ti,

«itlUMit altering tha put** «aqoanea paraawtcra. Thil

ttebniawa ia baaad en tn* application ef tbraa to*

paleat(l>, (olloving tha lehaaw »O'-t-90*-(T-t )-90\

I< Tf 2t, fiva acboaa ara in gtnaral product d, tha

MW'a ache' (t. - It), tha atiaulattd acho (t • I •! )

and three eeceodary echoe* (taZT-2f, t"IT-.t, tB2T).The

•nplitadc» of KAim't and •tcondarjr echoaa pesaaaa T,

dtpandene*, vhiie that of the «tinwlatcd eche hea a

particular dependence on T( and Tj. 1bt*e achoee nay '

than be .«wed for the generation of inacea «ith

different T, and t) contraata.

Tha iaage ecqaence that codifica.aeatially tha

pha«e and frequency cospnenti of the eeho«a ia

depicted below* , In thi« aequence, the «tinulated

echo i» not affected by the «radiante applied between

th« «acaad and. third «0* paleee, becaute it reaolta

' frea th« laagitndiMt component of magnetisation

«tared 4nri»g this tin»» interval. The other eehoc*,

hag the aaeaaaary oaa at t » JT -t f «hicti depende

aaly, tm the (radiant* applied after the eecend 90'

p»l«e, are affected by all the gradient* applied

ariar t» their faraation. Thi* behavior pernita tha

•MeatiM *f iMgca «ith different epatial neotuti«ne

«DM t M gradient* applied have differing aaniawa

aaylitvae*,

(I) MM,!.!,, «pi» tchoo. fhy*. Review, vol. (0,

af •, page* SM->9* <19S«).

(» rum, j . , ¥Buaun,t.tt., BAHICM,»., HAASP, A.

i. Hagnetie'leeonanc* «4, pagte 0I-J3 (I9«5).
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S*>Ta*t« Itete.N.J.Hartiae.T.J.Btaiagaafca.B.Be-
J.r.tt.tlaete.f.raoepucci - taetitwto de Fieice

: «jataiea «a Si* Carloa.USF.Caisa Foetal it», I1MO -
Se> Carla*. IT.

ft Maflcer Magnetic laeoaaaee (HOI) teaograph ia a

•fttaticatcd aaé veraatite put*** tMt Foarier

•tetrameter tola* aere and aara »»ed for Medical

llaaaeatie parpeee. «a developed ia tie Carlo» (IFQCC/

•*/) aa Mat iaectroaeter and a caatrol eyetea baaed aa

meMea deetlaated tal generate IV and field (radical

aylored falta ahape»; event «vacliroain; data

cejaieitiaa, digitization tod averaging of MOt

ilgaalat device» far inaga viewing) generation and -

laMctiaa of IT eigaales RMt probaa. Tba ayateai haa

laaagk flexibility ta eparatt andar control of a

treat variety of ceaputera.

At praaaatj the centrei eyatCB work» with the

ItO-beeed alcraceapatar HicroLIE (developed ia our

lake.) aad ia fceiag teatcd with a «pectroaeter

datatype developed te apateta vith a VARIAR 12" iron

tare raviative aagnet at 0.6 Teala.

The ay*tea we dcacribe in thia paper ia daaignad

ta operate later with a aoleaeidal aiiperconductive

MgWt, with 31 ca hara aad aagnctic field atrengbt

ip ta 2.0 Teala, with a gradient coil aet fully tie»

m* gradient orientation controlled.'

Vith the reeiative prototype we obtained our

Urat iaegee of pnantoaa, aaall fruit» and vegatablea

liaitad (• about ) ca diaaater. The technique» weed

lav iaege rtconatraction are two-diaanaional

wavoUtion/retroprojection and art, both with

iliee aelectian of'laaa than 9 an thickne»». The

oHaiacd wilj be ahown in poater axpaaition.
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9UEL01IK CONFOflmTIOKM. IFFECTS IN VEMIMIE «MO
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Rodolfo *. Bltkorsky. «lida a. *«alllo
OttMTtaaento dè OtilMlca Orijtnlc*. F K H U H .nV Cienti»s
Emactas y Maturates. UnUersldad de Buenos Aires. Citi-
ded Universitária. Pab. II. M^a-ButfotMres. «•ynUn.

HarU B. Ferrara y Ruben H. Contreras*

Departoxcnto de Física. Fecultad de Cienci.is Ettctas Y>
NaUrales. Universidad de Buenos Aires. Ciu**d Uni»«r-
sltarla. U b . I. I42a-a»m Aires, «rgsntin».

m e barrier te inner rotation about the C(M>?)-0
bond In enlsole In solution is known to be not»Wy
larger than fcl at roon temperature but not Ui-ye e-
nough to prevent rapid interconversiwi between the
two coplanar rotwaari |J. Goulon. Ü. Ctnet. ';- Evans,
and S.J. Oavles. N»|. niys. 30. 973 (197S)|. '

In ortho-substltuted anlsoles the steric hindrance
between the two adjacent groups defines a uetiio*»
group conformation which is cis to the proton in ring
position 6.
, The consequences of this preferred conformation on
•3c-nMI parameters are being studied both from an
eapirlcal and a theoretical viewpoints.

For this purpose several veralreie (I) and nethy-
Icnedloxybenzene (II) derivatives were synthetized
and their proton coupltd and decoupled spectra were
analysed In order to determine C-H spin-spin cou-
plings as well as carbon chemical shifts.

The effect of the conform*uon»I change of the
melhoxy group on 1J(CII) » a ttudtetf and results thus
obtained were compared with similar effects or the
methoijr group in vinyl derivatives IN.J. Koole. H.«i.
A. dellc. P.E. Hansen, urg. Hagn. Reson. 21 (3). 146
(»904)|. "~

In order to obtain a deeper understanding or fac-
tors originating the 'J(CM) cls/trans diference.
IPPP-iNDO calculatiomwere carried out |«.R. £09*1-
«ann and R.H. Contreras. Int. J. Quantum.Chcm. 23.
1U33 (1983)1. ~

Empirically, the addltivity rule of substltucnt
effects was applied looking for a quaniltotive esti-
«atlon of the influence of a side-chain.conformitlo-
nal change on carbon shieldings.

In order to correlde I3C chemical shifts to «to-
mlc electron densities, m m calculations were perfor
med In Hit studied compounds. Kulliken porul^lion
analyses were carried out at the HWDU optimiied
geometries.
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It io described th* application» of

Sfwctraocopy to UM atudjr of coaaercial USPIt, gt-

ving information «bout cu» lit» tive and euantitati-

ve> rs—lto froa 2t> polyester ereteas for futura re

fereacaa.

KPR ara lineal polyawra derived froa conden-

Mtic* of so** dicarfaoiylic acida «J tb di or poly-

hydroailatod alrohola j a p»l |**ri*able mmurr ti

vat) op th» rrosalinking unities, and also nay act

aa a aolvant.

Identifieaton of USPR alcohols and acids «as

•ade b)r casparison of tha saapl* spectra with sw-

dal coapoond spectra, cncaical shift Tables and so

•a rafcranc* cpactra fna Hell-known caapoaition

rasins.

Molar relations of acida and alcohol» froa

ISP* «ara obtained fro» cuantitatire analysis. Inter

farencas caused bf tenainal hiiroMfl groups and tno-

aa> froa non nactant alcohols were eliminated bf the

use. of trichloroacet)l iaocyanate (darivatixation

reactive) aa thajr introduce error» in alcohols rela-

tion calculua.

Procedure described m applied to atructural

atudiea of these resins extracting infonaation about

coapoaition, iaoaerixation and iionamr sequaice. Kith

thcac and previously published data, cHeaical shift

1hUe« fraa 19 acid* and 14 alcohols of potential use

Mara elaborated, generating 20 polyester systems

aith a broad divrmity of final propertiea.

•H-MIR spectrweopy ha* been found to be tha

beat and fastest tachniqua for USPR characterization,

giving ansvers to industrial rrquoriisenta about thie

iaportant group of resina whose principal application

lice an reinforced plástica field.

la a aioilar «ay other industrial products, i . e .

•lMtcawra and surfaca-seti»a agent* «ere studied.

Staling «itb tlastaeer* «II-MIII sp*ctro*copy raa able

t« detemine Ik* ccmpoaltion of mlcanixated and non

vuleaaixatod elaateaera assifnia* Bicroatraetures of

anaopolrxera, copoljners and blends. About surface

ectir» agents, the detvmination of their Hwviral

atraetura Bade possible to coanest this information

«ith superficial ac t iv i ty , IILB «aluo and biodegrada-

bilitjr.

MULTSIS OF KU^UNEAII EFFECTS ON SLICE SELECTION IK

Ml llMCINC. ' '' ' "
•onacaaoa*, T.J., Msfon, C.J.,.acckmann, »., Tsnnú*.
A., rancaueci, H. - *Institutc de Físic» e Qutsica de
São Carlo»,USf, Caixa rostal 369, I3560-$io Carloa.sr

Slice selection ia Magnetic resonance teewgxsphjr

is achieved by «elective escicatioa with a raJiofraojanqr

(KT) pule» which spectral width is auch narrower than

th* Larewr frequency distribution produced by the

applied selection gradient. Ideally, on* wishes to

obtain • transverse Mgnetitstion which is tero

everywhere, escept for th* selected region, for which

H% • 0 and M » constant. This require* the use of .

•eae »pi» r*f*calisatioa technique folloving the

«scitstion. th* non-iinesr r*ipon«* of th* spin syste»

slu* th* finite lenght of th* RT pwlsc* are th* Mi»

difficultit* in achifving th* «bov* ideal remit. H«r*

M* Mk* an analysis of th* various possible alternative*

co haadl* this probleei and point out the aoft

convenient puts* sequence» for 2D iosge generstion.



VU STWY BT l*C-«OCLlAI HACBETIC BKSOBAKCE OF

«HOMI.-I.-lttBCArT0-l-Al.MLAlK«B BTDBOCiiLOllDES

sferfla HU5-»EL0S0*. iavia Lt« HLSOH • Sidney

a.VIUIA FILIO-Vaiversidade rederal da Hiaae Ct

tata-»*ptv da Q.«Ss>ica-Xaatitate> «a CiSaciat Bia

taa.

•erivàtives of B-alkyl-2-aercapto-l-aUylaaiaes

khve presented ecbistoaoeiecide activity ia aiea

pravieusly infected with S.asaaaoni (Meltoa i

tallegriao, l«v. In»t. Ma*. Trop. Sao rsulo.ltt

2(4. 197»). On* path fee tba synthesis of thaaa

anbetaacee involves the opening of epithioalkeaes

by prtmry -asioaa (Piló-valeao * Frade, Ciâaeie

• Cwltara. Sapl. 3tt«el. 19»«). Under,conditional

«kick favor biaolaealar aucleophilic substitution,

tba aroJaeti which ra*altc4 containarf tba III

aattn* frovp bonaa to aathylaaic carboa 1 of the

•aia chain ini tba SI group bound to tba

•atkjrayl carbon. AD inCcraating teebniqua for

varitying tha forsatioa of thaaa products ia
13C «MR, which pcraita the diatiaction in

calatiaa to tba iaoaara containiag RHH bound to

tba aethyayl carbon and SH bound to tha

•etbylaaic carbon. Thi» diatinction aay be

coafirajed by «apirical calculation of tha 6

valuea for C, taking into conalderation tha

A* iacrtaent due to the ralatiwa petition of

tbc tubiCitutDCi on tbe aoleeulé. Tbua by

•fplyiag the tabulated valuei for tba SH and

M l contribution» tWahrll t Mirthlia,

"Interpretation of Carbon-13 RHK Spectra Heydan,

191%, Cbapt. 3), it ia poaaible to encounter

agreement between the experiaental and

calculated i value» for tbe proposed «tractvrea

(evanthaagh tba tabulated eapirical value* for

M > were «acd for ItHHj*) t

If.«HI».»)
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AIDS I> InTEirtCTlHC CAKB0R-13 MHI SfECTBA
Or S01STITUCD EXO.EKDO TETfcACTCLO 0 . Í . 1 ,
l J » * , 0 * . g DODfCÃHÈTT*

Cátia Zaccar Leal* ( laat i tato Militar da
Eageakaria a Waiveraidade rederal riumi-
acaaa). Patar Kvdelf Seidl a Valentia Eai
l i e Otarti Coata (IHE).

Praça Coaeral TibSrcio.fO- Bio de Jaaeiro
BJ - :2.2fO).

a MMr»«."( »»WI t»iMt;| I «#l«.t»le< "c «kl/l nl«i,

(CNPq, F1HEP).

Carbon-13 MMB spectra of a nuaber of e«o.

cato - tetrscyelo C*.i.l.l3''.°2*73 «odecanes

(1) have been recently reported ia the l i t e ra ture .

With the exception of heavily chlorinated d e r i v a

tive»), however, no interpretation of respective

apectra ia offered. He have aeaigned c b e a i c a l

ah i f t s af two •eoavnaaturated bydoxyl d e r i v a t i v a »

and propoee aoaa typca of eubatitnent and a d d i t ^

vi ty effect» that mmf aid in tbe interpretation of

other atabera of tbe s e r i e s .
(CWq, riNET, FAPEKCS).

"CMUOH-13 SPECTRA MO MOLECULAR HOUGHS IN A
CONSTITUENT OF CASHEW-UTT SHELL UQUID'1

J.K. BERNASSAU and H. BBURMW

École PolytechnlqMe - Labo. Synthèae Organique.
91128 - Palalseau - France
R.G. CORRÊA
Universidade Federal do Ceara - C. Ciências
C. Postal, 3010 - 60000 - Fortaleza - Ceara

Carbcn-13 MIR Spectroscopy i s a well know

technique to study the structure of organic

eerpouxto. In addltldh to the carbon chemical

shift the longitudinal relaxation times (Tj)

nay provide a convenient means of assigning the

spectra.

The following, study was performed on one of

the constituents of Cashew-Nut Shell Liquid (CNSL),

the cardsnol methyl ether xhlch was prepared from

anacardlc acid by deeartwxylatlon and methylatlcn.
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B.L.Bivu. C.S.Cantssa *and s.A.Fooley

palfaaroa. Departaaante da Qolsiica. racaltad da Cien-

eiaa. oaivaraidad da CBneapcl&i, Caailla 3-C. Concep-

mUm. Chile.

la cba las* few y t i r i we hav* bwn worklnq In

•aaa catalyst copolyaerization* between eleetmphllie

OBI and aoBleophlllc aonoatra (MN).(Makrea»l. Che».

117. 71(19**)iEur. Polyn. J. 2J., 939(1985)t Polyawr

Balletla 12. 519(1985)1 ibid 21' «5(1984)i An. Quia.

79, 62(1983).

Spontaneous copolyaerltation of 2-athyl-2-oxaro-

liaa(ROX) as m with «lutaric anhydrida (CLU) aa MB

«as atodiad. Th« eopolymaritation tmction was ca-

fxfad out in balk without initiator at dlffarant fttd

coapoaitioM of the coaonoatra, but ktcping constant

tha total aaount of aubstanea (0.03 aol) daa Tabla 1) .

Mala 1 . - CopolyMrisation of CLD/EIDX at 45*c in balk

by 14 h.

Copolyaer

CLO/ROX

cut/nan

GM9/EIOX

1

3

3

ctu/rrox
ratio

1,2

2(1

Yield

1.70

2.03

2.09

Yield

M . 4

63.4

63.8

9ha IR spaetra of tha CLU/ETOX eopolyaar aastpl*

akow tha disappaarancs of tha charaetariatle absorp-

tion band at 1830 a»"1! corresponding to tha VCmO of

tha anhydride croup which indicates tha opening of

tha alataric anhydrida ring.

Mien the copolymrlsation proceeds through

«•Ming of tha oxafollne ring and anhydrida ring

tha following structure (I) osuld ba mpaetadi

j

CO

%
da,

CO

(D

CO

ca,
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Though, the structure of tha resulting product

disagrees with the corresponding one for the proposed

eoapound I. It waa found that tha CM2/CH3 ratio ob-

tained fnai tha proton M R apectrua is smaller than

tha expected value for etructmre I. Pig.1 shows tha

coaplex 400MU proton M K spectra» of the CLU/BTOX

copolyaer 1.

%

wai liaa

VJ

Fig.1

• < t t Itm) •

Double resonance 400 Hii proton HMR and IKDOR

techniq^as confina the complex structure of the ob-

tained copolymer.

The 100KHS 1JC mot spectra of CLO/ETOX copolymrs

show aera signals than expected for atructure (1). On

the other hand> 13C HUH spectra recorded by spin-echo

techniques show the signals for aethyl and aethylana

carbons besides tha signals correspoi ing to methlna

and quaternary aliphatic carbons, which are not pre-

sent in structure I."

Proton MM* spectrum of acid hydrolysis products

of CLO/ETOX copolynar, did not show the pretence of

CHJCHJCOOH as expected for a structure containing

aaide or iaide (-pCOCWjCMj) groups.

Possible eopolyMr structures sra analyzad accor-

ding to tha spectroscople data.

H« thank the •Direcdin da Investigacifin", Unl-

•trsidad da Concepelon for financial support (grant

«•20.13.16 and 2O.1J.39-A).



m M I U C I l MRHOD FOR OOHFICDMnOHM. ASSICRtCHT AT TBS
' I M W M t IOINT OF AOTAMDO SUGARS IT MOTOH «UCLEA*

0 MAGNETIC KCSnUHCE

Laala Beteaa BaptietelU*, Paolo H. Iaamira, Fred
Pajfarara and Anita Jocelyne Haraaioli '

I a s t i U t e dt QvYaica, Universidade Estadual da Caapinae,
•Cr 6154, Caapinae SP.

l a connection with our eynthetie atudiee on branched
aitro eaeare of antibiótica, «a have aaarchad for a con-
venient technique to ascertain the configuration at tba

f tertiary carbon-J of compounds ^ to £ . It baa been dea-
•aetrated by Lukact and eovorkara that 13C MMR analyeie
caa ha oaad to atelgo thia configuration, bat nothing haa

aentiooed concerning the sore accessible
thod. • . '

H NHR

' 1Tha evaluation of tha H MHR aubatltuent reeonance

at tba branching point for asaignatnt of configuration
acaaad particularly attractiva in thia praaent icr i t t of
eeapeunda doa to tha fact that va vara daaling with a
•etbylene group (H-2) vicinal to tha quaternary cantar
which vaa aaaily eeeigied in the. apactra. '

On* tha baaia of H-4 and H-2 roaonancaa of three
paira of coapounda 1/2, 3/4 and 5/6 we found that in
those vitb equatorially oriented acetaaido group the hy-
drogena located on vicinal carbona are deehieldcd, wnen
coaparad to the aaae aitaa of the compound» with axially
oriented tertiary acctaaido grouo.

lhe variaticoi of the H-2 and H-4 reaonancca will
depend ont a) the orientationa of the «ethyl group on
carbon-3 (tha. change of a aethyl group f roa the axial' to
the equatorial position in cyclohexance with fixed chair
eraforaation inducee an upfield ahift of c.a. 0.5 ppa on
the axial hydrogen and a downfield ahift of c.a. 0.2 ppa
•a thH equatorial hydrpgen of the vicinal carbon).b) the
1,3 tin or anti raUtionahip with the carbonyl and tba
•agnetie enieotropy of the ace t ami do group.

• The latter her been exteneively atudied by Paulien,

-but aainly in connection with aaidei where tha rotation
•roceaa about N-CO bond leada to a doubling up of aignala.
fa one c»ae tha «ignal* in the .'H MR ipcctra of. 1. to £
•era «harp and no doubling up of aignale could be detect*.
ad. Ve have thue atauntd that only one of the' mat proba-

. bje rotaaara waa preacnt for each coapound (depicted in
«tractvrea i to 6>. .

Ike change in cheaieal ahift due to the aegnetic
••itotropy of tha'acataaide group can be explained by
tiM angle variation between tha vicinal hjr^rogene (H-2,
• - • ) and Ida >-C0 t ayitea>. The axial pro tona ara nora
•trongly deahicldad than the equatorial one* in 2 and 4,
fceceate k*th anitotropy of tha acetaaido and aethyl ori-
•atet io* effectt lead to downfield fhifta while in tha
•qaaUrial protoni theia affaela opooaa one another.

KM waakar defhieIdiot effact of tha eeetaaido

A-9

groop on H-2 of £ when compared to that of £ and 2 cor-
retponde to a change in the H-CO rotaaar due to tha hi- .
drogen bonding* between the hydroxyl and the aectaaido'
group changing froa ajrn to anti the relationship between
the carbonyl and carbon-2. (The OH reeonance at 5.9& ppa
ia indicative of an internet hydrogen bonding).

It ia worthwhile aentioning that Lichtcnthaler in an
earlier atteapt to deteraine the configuration of .ter-
tiary acetaaido groups in pyranoee acetatea by 8 NM» hat
auggesttd that tné aethyl of tertiary aceteaido reso-
nancea are 0.1 ppa tore dcahiclded than those of the sec-
ondary unbranchtd counterpart».

• Application of thia method to 5/6 where both, me-
thyl a of the acttaaido group ahow equivalent cheaical
ahif i s would certainly- lead to doubtful aaslgnimte.

Finally the effecta observed for thcae coapounda
are Halted to tertiary acetaaido groups and cannot be
extrapolated to their eecondary counterparts due to dif-
ferent rotaaar population.

Adcnovledgeatnt
The authora are indebted to, FAFESF and CNPq for financial

aupport.
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xmrtnamxvM or ASSOCIATION COHSTAMTS OP
M,N - DXALKYLAMIDE-BENZENE COMPLEXES BY

«Ml SPSCTROSCOPY.

Maxcoa A.P. Martina and Hello 6. Bonacoraq

Departamento da Química, Univereidade Fede-

ral da Santa Maria, Santa Maria. RS, Brasil.

The association constants for a aeries

of :M,M-dlalkylanlde complexes I and II with

benzena have been determined in carbon tetra-

ehloride as solvent, with benzene concentra -

tion in large excess. The values of the asso

elation conatant were determined by measuring

the H chemical shift of the electron accep -

tor specie as the concentration of the elec -

iron dotwior is altered.

,R R- (I) Me and

R ( I I ) i -Pr
! V- H,Me,Cl,Br,and I

T>. / association constants have been de -

tenained by multiple linear regression by

using an appropriate expression (Eq.l), deri-

ved from Bittrich-Kirech Equation (Z.Phvs.

Chore.(Leipzlo).257.893.19761. .

- K^32/K+l.Mr + C U)

j is the observed induced shift dif-

ference between the anti N-CH2 protons and

the syn H-CH2 protons resonances, Mr is the

(benzene)/(amide) molar ratio, A M is the ma-

ximum shift for the pure complex, K is the

association constant of the complex, and C ia

s constant. ' -

Plots of K against substituent electro -

negativities shows substituent effect depen -

dence for the serie 1, but no dependence for

the serie XI. Plots of K agalnat pKa values

of the corresponding carboxylic acids shows

the same behavior. Another interesting corre-

lation was found when X was plotted against

the variation of 1 3C chemical shift between

the u&i- and Hfl-H-CH2 resonances. In this

smêm, the slopes of the profiles of K versus

A» 1 JC of the two series (I and XI), correla-

te with opposit sign.

A-10
13C MR STUDY,OF 3,4-B£NZO-2-A2ABICVCL0 |3.2.0|>EPTA-

3,6-DIQCS M*> BBBAZEPINES

J.Augusto R. Rodrigues and L.I. Verardo

Instituto d» Química, Unlcanp, 13.033-Canplnas-Brasll

lhe 3,4-benzo-2-azablcyclo |3.2.0| hepta-3,6-dlene

derivatives obtained from the reaction of Índoles and

dimethyl acetylenedlcarbexylate (DHAD) are thermally

unstable. This Instability makes structural determina

tlon difficult and only *H MR "data have been

previously reported. Five blcyclo-hepta-3,6-diene (I)

derivatives were Isolated from rect.ons of various

Índoles with DMAD carried out at low temperatures and

catalysed by boron trlfluorlde etherate. 13C t«R was

used In determining their structures. Two singlets at

68.4-73.3 pom and 53.8-57.6 PP™ were attributed to

C-l and C-5, respectively. The relative Intensities

of signals allowed the ottribution of C-* and C-7.

The other carbons were assigned by comparison with

know alkaloldes using the 6 , t and 6 effects and

previously reported chemical shifts. The cycloadducts

(I) were thermal lsomerlzed to benzazepines (II) which

were also studied by 13C !M1, The totally substituted

seven membered rings, such as l,2,^-trlinethyl-6,7-ben

zo-lH-1-benzazeplne, have six carbens without hydro-

gen. The attribution of these carbons was made by

considering the benzazepines as a derivative of

clmamlc acid and enamlnones.

E = COJCHI

(II)
(We thank CNPq and FAPESP for financial support.)



U O - W R ASSIGNMENT. STRUCTURE, AND DYNAMICS

DT DÇSCYOLIGOHUCLEOTIDES. •

Mio Zanatta*. Philip N. Borer*, and George

C. Levy*

•Departamento de Química, Universidade Fede

ral 4» Santa Maria, Santa Maria, RS, Brasil

Chemistry Department, Syracuse University,

Syracuse, NY, USA.

13C-MMR has been used for the first '

time to study short fragments 'of synthetic

deaxyoligonucleotide duplexes in low salt

aqueous solution. The target of this study

is to develop a systematic 13C-NMR spectral

assignment and to investigate the structure

and dynamics of oligonucleotides, by this

technique.

Attention has been centered on two

short oligonuc]eotide fragments, [d(CG)^J 2

and [d(GGTATACCj] %. in the duplex condition

Most of the spectral lines ,are resolvable

and they were assigned, in part, by compa-

rison between the duplexes and with nononu-

clsatide jfBCçtra.. Neatly half of the chemi-

cal' shift veraus temperature profiles for

the bass carbons exhibit transition opposit

to the expectation from ring current predic-

tions. These shielding increases on duplex ,

melting are apparently due to hydrogen bon-

ding. It is possible that such changes, can

be used to determine the hydrogen-bonding

network in drug-nucleic acid and protein-

nucleic-kcid complexes. The 1'-carbons of

internal residues become less shielded upon

duplex melting. This phenomenon is also dis-

played by the internal pyrimidine C41 núcleo

.tides. 2«-, 3'-. and i'-carbons of internal

nudeotides, however, exhibit opposit trends

which may be an indication of a heterogeneity

of the sugar pucker conformations. As the

duplex melts, 3'-, A'-, and 5'-carbons show

•wlting profiles that converge to a common

point within a given carbon region. This in-

dicate* that the fast «informational motion

of the" backbone structure in the coil state

(high temperature), average out the chemical

.Shift. For both base and sugar carbons, the

variation of the chemical shift as a func-

tion ot the. temperature was empirically ana-

lysed in .terns of steric and electronic

effects acting in each carbon.

Determination of the spin-lattice rela-

A-ll

xation times and nuclear .Overhauser enhance

ments in 0.1M NaCl indicate that both duple

xes tumble almost isotropically. At 30°C

both molecules exhibit frequencies* of ove-

rall motion around the minimum point of the

T x versus correlation time curve. However,

the hexainer presents frequency at overall

«notion-toward the left side and the octamer

slightly on the right side of the T, versus

correlation tine curve. At tenperatures be-

low the melting point, the bases have local,

motion on the same rance of the overall IT. -

tion. Wie sugar carbons experience more lo-

cal motion than do the bases under condi-

tions where the double helix is the predo-

minant specie. The relaxation data is also

consistent with the most rapid local notion

centring at the chain terminals.
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C-HMR ASSIGNMENT OP PEPTIDE ALKA-

deair F. Morel* and Wolfgang Vo«lt«r

Universidade Federal eie Santa Maria, Depar-
áaento de Química. Santa Marii, RS. Braz i l .
Fhysiologisch-chemlschen I n s t i t u t e der Uni-
• r a i t S t Tubingen, Hoppe-Seyler-Straase 1,
-7400 Tubingen (G.F.R.)

Franganine 1 has been i so la ted from the
xtract of Rhamnua franoula (rhamnaceae), by
schesche e t a l . (Tetrahedron L e t t . , 2993
1968) ) . I t was found that the a lca lo id 1

x i a t in t h i s plant in very small amounts.

In t h i s conrour.ication we report the i e o

at ion of the compound Y icom the extract of

Hscaria febrifuqa Mart frea R.S . , Brazi l ,

,s the major a lca lo id ex i s t ing in t h i s p lant .

The structural assignment of the a l c a -

o id 1, was confirmed by exhaustive II- and
3C-WIR s t u d i e s . The 400 MHz Î-NMR Spectrum

if A' , in CDClj, exhibi t alpha- and beta-me

;hyne rfignal of the common beta-oxyleucine

init at «4.46 and 4.93 ppm r e s p e c t i v e l y ,

loth alpha» and beta-methyne s i g n a l s appear

from the sccundary and quaternary (with
tive aignal): Hi) DEPT (Distortionless Enh-
ancement by Polarization Transfer), which dif
ferentiates carbons by the number of H atta-
ched to them; ( i i i ) 2D-Heteronuclear shift co
rrelated spectroscopy which perrnitn the direct
conection between carbons and their respecti-
ve attached protons.

With tho aid of these advanced techni-
ques, plus the HKR spectral data of the Di-
hydrogenated compound 2 was possible to achie
ve an unambigous H- and C-MMR spectral
assignment of the Frqnganine X.

l-Franganine: a-b ~ c«c
, 2-Dihydrofranganino: a-b — c-c
is doublet of doublets. The alpha-methvne has

H-H*8 a n d 2 Kz* T>1° c 0 u P l i n 9 constant of 8
Is reflocts a aloha-H/beta-H dihedral angle
relationship of 0-20 or 150-180°. Since the
i4-metnberod ring of Franganine is fairly r i -
|id, only the latter geometry (erithro confj;
duration) i t possible for the beta-Oxyleucl-
le portion of the alcaloid.

In this work, we are introducing wore
lofiaticated 13C-NMR techniques to help on
the elucidation of the structure and stereo-
:hemistry of this alcaloid. We used t«chni-
jues such ass (i) J-Hodulated Spin-Eco Expe-
rinient which distinguishes between primary
Mid tertiary carbons (with negative signal),



IKK OPTICAL SHIFTS SUBSTITUEM1

• - laVímUtiUBSTITUrED HtlHYL ACETATES

•apadi to L. S i lva* and Roberto Rl t tner*
CM

p
•faculdade de Engenharia d t Limeira
' i n s t i t u t o de Quialca, UNICMP.

UOCMP

Maeent data on substltuent effect». In th»
caefeonyl and «-flathyiene carton chemical ahlfts of
aos» e-aubstltuted ketenes and aside», can hardly
be explained by the classical thtorlea of Organic

Chaadstry.
Hie preasnt work en a-heteroaubstituted methyl

acetates haa lead t o similar results . Ilia

caitonyl carton Cneraical ahlf t s aeem to change In a

random «ay. Son* substltuents (e.g.Cl) lead to an

upfleld ahlft , Mhllc for other substltuents

(e .g . 0) no ahlft I s observed. The carbonyl carbon

ch—leal ahlfts for ester» and ketonea (or amides)

an not linearly related, but the sane trend i s

Slapte addltlvlty calculations for the

aHWthyllene carbons showed deviations of up to

16 ppn, In relation to the experimental ahlfta.

A new parameter for the effects of

httaroetcm (•£) i s thus suggested, «hlch could be

used for a l l kinds of «-substituted carbonyl

compounds. On applying this new se t of substltuent

Constanta, enplrlcal calculations for ca. 30

eoMpounds has lead to a predicted value better than

1

A-13
MU CWKXCAL SHIFTS SUBSmUENT EFFECTS:'

3-SUBSmUIED 2-tCTlLPRQPQCS;

Mara E.r. Braibants and Roberto ftittner

IrtaUtuto de Química, UNICMP, Caipinaa, SP

lhe present work reports aubatituent chemical

ahlfts (SCS) on some heteroaubatltuted metnallyl

coapounds. They were prepared moatly by

nuelaophlllc subatltution of the chlorine atom by

the corresponding nucleophlle.

a-Methylene carbon chemical ahlf U have been

estimated by simple addltlvlty rule». Deviations

of ça . 4 pprn were observed for the «-halo (Cl and

Br) .and for the o-oxygen (OH, ONe and OEt)

derivatives.

Substltuent chemical ahlf ts (SCS) for

heteroatom» on «p* cartons were not available and

have been estimated from a l l y l derlvatldes.

Corractlon terna due to o-branching have also been

determined. Calculated chemical shift» for

olef lnlc carbons of the t i t l e compounds were

obtained by the Robert's empirical method (J.Org.

Cham. 36, 2757 (1971)). An excellent agreement

between both.the calculated and experimental data

was found.

Both sp* carbons are ahielded for moat

subutltuents. The conformatlonal equilibria may be

responsible for some exceptions *Mch were noted

(e .g . OR).

(FAPESP, CNPq, F1NEP).

irteae, ovq, FIHEP).
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latU Ateliê. C. Oitallado and Anita J. Mariaioli*

latitato d* Quhdca - VnWersidada Estadual de Caa
M i C f . «1S4 Capinai 13.100.

tyateaatic studies of aubstituent affects have

already «ten carried out on a satiea of podoear

itaiene and unequivocal assignaent* vera oade with

w aid of joint application of various techniques.

M data watt found tob« sufficiently characterie-

te to allow atareochcaical conclusions concerning

M axial oc equatorial function at Cj 0 or C,. res

Our interact in podocarpic acid dcrivatea was

frtctad tovaH the' introduction of a fourth ring

mtsining a nitrogen group in order to build up a

tries of diterpene alkaloiS analogcs, to be tested

l analgtsie eeapotftid*. Although the synthetic part

E this work has not been concluded yet we are now

•porting the • C n;a.r study of podocarpic acid

trivatlves £ to £. These data were conclusive in

M structutt elucidation of compound £ which was

ttained frca the photolisis of i. The signal at <

9.3, in the spectrua of 6, was assigned to C^ ba

td on it* long range coupling to phopphoru» (d, J

7,3 Ms) which was analogous to C-* of i (i 37.5,(1,

' -7,2 Bt) and 4 (« 37.2,d, j£ _p-i.O Ks). The

W doublets at «Ti.7 and 4 56.5 were assigned to

-Í and to C-* respectively, taking into eonfidara

ton. tbe J* -2.3 Hi and Jç -10 Hi. Carbon-19

1 M fhowd a jj .r'
3*.} »*• Ie ** interesting to

mtlon that the ring closucs on Cfc produced a a

«ialding effect on CJa(o«(^4)-4.2 Ms) and C}

MiSrS)'*-* »>• Monially the 1,3-synaxial intera£

4one (is.a) lead to down field shifts, and only in

was caies «hen the nonbonded distances between the,

w I group* ara soaewhat larger, an upfisld shift

I* observed ac that position. Thus through

Irisding *»del* of jk and t we could observa that

(ha introduction of the fourth ring in t produced

a change in the confomstien of ring I froa half

chair in 4 to skew boat in £, leading to an increase

in the distance between C-20 and C-19 (in i). The

distance between the nitrogen aton on C-6 and C-20

ia also larger than noraal 1,3 synaxial interactions

in chair confonatiojt cydohtxancs. Both facts can

explain the shielding of C-20 in £ when compared to

, 4 and 5. The change'in. conformation of ring B of ^

is probably responsible for the shielding effect

observed.on C-l.
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OP T U UTUDM ENOLAIB OF ACETAUEITDE IN
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KOfJOtKENOm E N O U T E : nEtEOCBEMICAL COKIKOL

OF AIXILAnON BX ACCtEOATION

loka I . lotaar. Marltol Ttra. loka » . 6r*tta*t

Dt**rta*at »t Ckoalatrr. Partfa* Oaivtrt l t j . Test

Ufayotto . IN 47*07 U.S.A.

Ta* l l tklaa aaolat* of aotkoxaoaoa* (tvot low

jrlol«« ot l-alkjrl aotkotaoaoa* «k*a alkplat** la THF

v l t k a aarloa of alkjlatlag at cats (Nal, C (B1 }I.

C(B,CB2Cl>C2l)CD2Br). Tka aajor pro*««t la tko aoao-

alkrlata* UK-trla*c. NWt t**kal««*a. Uit«4ia« COSI.

NOI aea Tj rolasatloa. **(* »• • • to *«ta»U*k tk*

atra*tar*. Tk* *p**lfl* foraatloa of tkia trlaart*

pr*4a«t (US Bt*x*olaoa*ii of tk* trlatr at* po**l*l*>
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VISCOSm ICASORDdfT BY MB:

Marlsol Wera and John B. Grutsner»

Papai tawnt of Chemistry, Purdue University, Wtst

Lafayette. Indiana 47907 U.S.A.

Spiriting sidebands are ubiquitous In high resolu

tlon rmr. Their position and Intensities have been

understood since the fundamental work of William

and Gutowsky (Phys. Rev.. 104, 278, 1956). In this

presentation, sideband patterns fro» coherent but

nan-uniform rotational flow will be shown. The

flew pattern used to demonstrate the phenomenon Is

Couette flow between concentric cylinders. The

fluid velocity varies between the spinning

, frequency at the wall of the spinning tube to zero

at the stationary tube according.to

r{r) - ro(a2/rZ)(b2-r2)/(b2-a2)

where a and b are the radii of the inner and outer

cylinders and F end F(r) are the rotational

frequencies, of the winning tube and the fluid

rotational frequency at radius r. Experimentally

observed, sideband patterns and calculated

simulations will be ahown, together with their

dependence on rotational frequency and field

gradient. The data show that any.coherent rotatlo

m l flow will produce a characteristic (and

calculable) mr sideband pattern.

Narleol Vrm and John B. GruUner*
Department o f Chemistry, Purdue University, W. Lafayette,

Si 47907, U.S.A.

A new Method for measuring klnenatlc viscosity In nar

samples i s introduced. The aethod Is based on the

detection of the coherent notion associated with the

onset of Taylor vortex flow In concentric tubes. The

method was applied to pure liquids and to mixtures and

arnwn to give vlacositles within 2% of those obtained by

traditional methods. A mixture of Carbovax 600 {m * 600)

and DMSO geve the aame apparent bulk viscosity when

measured with the signals from either component. The

experimental requirements and the scope and limitations

of the method will be presented. I t relies on the

generation of spinning sideband Images of coherent

rotational flow in the presence of an axial field

gradient. The method i s readily Implemented on standard

aptctrometers with minimal instrumental modification. A

range of flow linages will be presented.



A M R STUDY OF THE BENZENESULFONATE ION IN MI-
CSLLAR SYSTEMS.
Fred Y. Fujlwara and Angela R. Custódio
Instituto de Química, Universidade Estadual de
Campinas. Campinas, SP, "Brasil.

In enter to' study the Interaction of the

benseneaulfonate ion with the charged interfa-

ce in mlcellar systems, the partial orienta-

tion and the carbon-13 relaxation times of the

••late were determined. The order parameters,

which describe the.partial orientation, were

determined from the dipolar couplings obtain-

ed from the proton NMR spectra of M and Np -

namatlc meeophasea prepared using several eat-

• ionic and anlonle surfactants. In all eases

the results indicate that the symmetry axis of

the benzenesulfonate Ion is'oriented on the av

•rage perpendicular to the micelle Interface

and a comparison with the degrees of order of

the initial segments of the surfactant hydro-"

carbon ehainti, determined from the H-2 quadru-

pole splittings, indicate that the solute is

located predominantly in the Interfacial re-

gion of the micelle. In anionio surfactant sys

terns, the the «solute present a small anlsotro-..

py of the static ordering; small diferences in

the degree of order of the two axes perpendicu-

lar to the symmetry axis were observed in con-

trast to the behavior in catlonlc systems in

which the solute presented an extreme anlsotro.

ay in the partial orientation.

The ratios of the spin-lattice relaxation

times, determined in lsotrople mlcellar solu-

tion*, of the para carbon to that of the ortho

.and «eta carbons of the benzenesulfonate ion

wart used to characterize the anlsotropy of .

the rotational diffusion. A significantly lar-

ger anlsotropy of the rotational diffusion was

«•served for the solute in anlonle surfactant

rystems. In the catlonlc mlcellar systems, the

anlsotropy was only slightly greater than that

in non-mlcellar aqueous solutions.
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Mflt STUDIES OFa-N.N-DXALKfMMINQKEJGNES

Emsnl A. Basso and Roberto Rlttner
Instituto de Química, UUCMP

Caixa Postal 6154, 13061 Caaplnas, SP

Preliminary data has ahown that the replacement
of an hydrogen atom by a N.N-dlnethylmnlno group
does not lead to any ahlft In the eattonyl carton
chemical sh i f t s of some aliphatic caitonyl cempounda.

Previous work on acme a-heteraaubstltuted
cyclohtxanonea has also ahown that the substltuent
effects of a-heteroatoms are strongly dependent
en the stereochemleal relationship between the la ter
end the caitxjnyl group.

•-M.JJ-Dlmethylanlno- and a-N.N-dlethyiamlnocyclo-
hexanone and the corresponding 4—fc-butyl compounds

Their Carbcn-13 Mt apectra have
! difficulties In the chemical shifts

assignments. Spin-echo, noise decoupled and SFCWD
MA spectra were used to Identify the cartons
signals for the e ls - and trans dlaatereoiaomers.

Attempts to estimate the axlal/equatorlal ratio
for the a-H,W-dlmethylamlnocyclohexanone, from the
Carbon-13 chemical ahlfts, were performed and
compared to the o-chloro-, a-brono- wrJ o-methoxy-
eyelchexanone calculated and experimental ratios.

(FAPESP,



BRUO-SUBSTITUTED CTCLOBUTANES - A *C IH-

VBST1CATION OP CONFIGURATION / CONFORMATION

*•*•* flscher and NorJbert Deusch

Xnstltut fttr Organise!» Chemle
Onlveraltat Stuttgart
Ffaffenwaldrlng 55, D-7000 Stuttgart 80

Svbstituent affects on cyelobutane *C cheml-

cal shift* (SCSI a n investigated for the

following series of cyclobutan* derivatives,

and the SCS values, determined experimeatal-

ly. evaluated in taras of established physi-

cal and/or empirical Models.

A-18

a • •, •>. e». . <n>t«",

Bven More informative, however, are the re-

lative trends of individual SCS in these fi-

ve, eonflguratlonally different cyclobutan*

structures. Thus, e,«-conformation and vir-

tually identical angl* of ring puckering

can be established for both the cyclobutan*

and the cls-3-methvlcvclobutane compounds.

In the trans-3- and çis-2-aethyl derivativas,

the hetero súbstltuent occupies the saiae

quaal-equatoriaX position as in the cyclobo-

tane derivatives, thus forcing the CH, *ol*- .

ty into a quasi-axial position. .Since, more-

over, the f high field shift on the eis CH,

esrbon in 1-X-substltnted çis-2-metnylcyclo-

butsnes parallels that observed for th* cor-

responding 1-X-substltuted çls-2-methylcyc-

lofvopane», ring puckering must be Beverly

abated in the substituted cyclobutanes.

An inspection of the Individual shifts in

polyaethylcyclobutanes indicates that nei-

ther | nor f effect of a CH, substltuent va-

ry with the relative orientation of th* me-

thyl group (e vs. a), i.e. conflguratlonsl

assignment on the basis of **C n.a.r. data

is not feasible for four-memberad rings <(as

already stated by Bllel at al.l. However,

in els- and tran»-1-halo-3-w*thvlcvclobuti-

Acs, the halogen-bearing carbon displays •

vary elear stereochemical shift (a* 4.6 ppm).
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